
Monday
10/21/2019

*NOTES*
Extra division resources
(attached)
Attachments
5.nbt.6interactivenotebook.pdf
5thGradeDividingWholeNumbersLeadingtoFractionsTaskCards.pdf
DifferentiatedLongDivisionScavengerHuntHotDiggityDogDivision.pdf
DivisionInterprettheRemainderTaskCards.pdf
DivisionTaskCardswithQRCodesLevelA.zip
DivisionUsingPartialQuotientsandAreaModel.pdf
FlipforMathStepbyStepFlipBookDividingUsingPartialQuotientMethod.pdf
LongDivisionColorbyNumberDoandDesign.zip
LongDivisionStepbyStep.pdf
MultiplicationandDivisionProjectBasedLearningPBLandEnrichment.pdf
RollandAnswerCommonCoreMathCentersNBT.pdf
ScaffoldedLongDivisionPracticePacket28pagesofdifferentiatedproblems.pdf
TwoDigitDivisionColorbyNumbernoremainders.pdf

Tuesday
10/22/2019

*NOTES*

Wednesday
10/23/2019

*NOTES*

Thursday
10/24/2019

*NOTES*

Friday
10/25/2019

*NOTES*
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MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can
divide up to 4-digits by
2-digits.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Continue practicing

standard algorithm
(4-digits divided by
2-digits)

Independent:
• Formative - Division of

Whole Numbers
Centers:
Small Group: Dividing by
1-digit divisors
Technology: IXL D.2 & D.7
(Must get to 80%), iReady
Interactive Notebook: None
Daily Math Journal: Place
value journal prompts
Application: Division project
packet (finish from last week)
Task Cards: Interpreting
remainders task cards
Problem of the Day: 7-1
through 7-5
Enrichment:
Remediation:

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area model,
dividend, divisor, factor,
product, quotient, rectangular
array, standard algorithm
Standards

MAFS.5.NBT.2.6 Find
whole-number quotients of
whole numbers with up to

MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can
solve real-world division
problems involving
remainders.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Solve real world division

problems (use worksheet:
understanding division
answers, complete 1/2 as
a class)

• Interpreting what the
remainder means in a
division problem (write as
a fraction)

Independent:
• Understanding Division

Answers (worksheet)
Centers:
Small Group: Dividing by
1-digit divisors
Technology: IXL D.2 & D.7
(Must get to 80%), iReady
Interactive Notebook: None
Daily Math Journal: Place
value journal prompts
Application: Division project
packet (finish from last week)
Task Cards: Interpreting
remainders task cards
Problem of the Day: 7-1
through 7-5
Enrichment:
Remediation:

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area model,
dividend, divisor, factor,

MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can
solve real-world division
problems involving
remainders.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Solve real world division

problems
• Interpreting what the

remainder means in a
division problem (write as
a fraction) - see
PowerPoint as guided
instruction

Independent:
• Division with Remainders

(worksheet)
Centers:
Small Group: Dividing by
1-digit divisors
Technology: IXL D.2 & D.7
(Must get to 80%), iReady
Interactive Notebook: None
Daily Math Journal: Place
value journal prompts
Application: Division project
packet (finish from last week)
Task Cards: Interpreting
remainders task cards
Problem of the Day: 7-1
through 7-5
Enrichment:
Remediation:

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area model,
dividend, divisor, factor,
product, quotient, rectangular
array, standard algorithm

MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can
solve real-world division
problems involving
remainders.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Solve real world division

problems
• Interpreting what the

remainder means in a
division problem (write as
a fraction) - see
PowerPoint as guided
instruction

Independent:
• Division with Remainders

(3 divided by 2-digits)
(worksheet)

Centers:
Small Group: Dividing by
1-digit divisors
Technology: IXL D.2 & D.7
(Must get to 80%), iReady
Interactive Notebook: None
Daily Math Journal: Place
value journal prompts
Application: Division project
packet (finish from last week)
Task Cards: Interpreting
remainders task cards
Problem of the Day: 7-1
through 7-5
Enrichment:
Remediation:

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area model,
dividend, divisor, factor,

MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can
solve real-world division
problems involving
remainders.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Review, finish centers, pull

groups
Independent:
• Centers
Centers:
Small Group: Dividing by
1-digit divisors
Technology: IXL D.2 & D.7
(Must get to 80%), iReady
Interactive Notebook: None
Daily Math Journal: Place
value journal prompts
Application: Division project
packet (finish from last week)
Task Cards: Interpreting
remainders task cards
Problem of the Day: 7-1
through 7-5
Enrichment:
Remediation:
Remediation:

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area model,
dividend, divisor, factor,
product, quotient, rectangular
array, standard algorithm
Standards

MAFS.5.NBT.2.6 Find
whole-number quotients of
whole numbers with up to
four-digit dividends and two-
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four-digit dividends and two-
digit divisors, using strategies
based on place value, the
properties of operations, and/
or the relationship between
multiplication and division.
Illustrate and explain the
calculation by using
equations, rectangular arrays,
and/or area models. (DOK 2)

Attachments
ICANDivideandMultWholeNumber.pdf
InterpretingRemaindersDivisionTaskCards.pdf
MathJournalPromptBUNDLE5thGrade.zip
FormativeDivision.docx

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT

product, quotient, rectangular
array, standard algorithm
Standards

MAFS.5.NBT.2.6 Find
whole-number quotients of
whole numbers with up to
four-digit dividends and two-
digit divisors, using strategies
based on place value, the
properties of operations, and/
or the relationship between
multiplication and division.
Illustrate and explain the
calculation by using
equations, rectangular arrays,
and/or area models. (DOK 2)

Attachments
DivisionProject.zip
DoandDesignDivision2.pdf
InterpretingRemainders.pptx
RollandAnswerCommonCoreMathCentersNBT.pdf
UnderstandingDivisionAnswers.pdf

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT

Standards
MAFS.5.NBT.2.6 Find
whole-number quotients of
whole numbers with up to
four-digit dividends and two-
digit divisors, using strategies
based on place value, the
properties of operations, and/
or the relationship between
multiplication and division.
Illustrate and explain the
calculation by using
equations, rectangular arrays,
and/or area models. (DOK 2)

Attachments
DivisionwithRemainders.pdf

RESOURCES

product, quotient, rectangular
array, standard algorithm
Standards

MAFS.5.NBT.2.6 Find
whole-number quotients of
whole numbers with up to
four-digit dividends and two-
digit divisors, using strategies
based on place value, the
properties of operations, and/
or the relationship between
multiplication and division.
Illustrate and explain the
calculation by using
equations, rectangular arrays,
and/or area models. (DOK 2)

Attachments
DivisionwithRemainders4Dividedby2.pdf

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT

digit divisors, using strategies
based on place value, the
properties of operations, and/
or the relationship between
multiplication and division.
Illustrate and explain the
calculation by using
equations, rectangular arrays,
and/or area models. (DOK 2)

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT
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SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
describe the characteristics
of different types of
environments/Biomes.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: REVIEW biomes
using video from discovery
education.http://app.discoveryeducation.com/
learn/videos/
2564d76a-96f1-4ac3-9323-c8ce8f684f99/ 17
min
APPLICATION: SW do a
gallery walk of the
collaboration posters of
ALL Biomes in the
classroom.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
environment, fair weather,
stormy weather, weather
components (air pressure,
humidity, precipitation, wind
direction, wind speed),
weather tools (barometer,
thermometer, hygrometer,
rain gauge, wind vane,
anemometer)

RESOURCES:

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
explain the different types
of clouds and the weather
associated with them.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Clouds using the
notes TW go over what
clouds create what types of
weather. SW glue into their
notebook.
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/

learn/player/
4e60f3a2-5714-45e6-b5fa-7e4c340e1b77 picture
of what the cloud types look
like
APPLICATION: SW
complete cut and paste
activity on what facts
match what cloud types.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
environment, fair weather,
stormy weather, weather
components (air pressure,
humidity, precipitation, wind
direction, wind speed),
weather tools (barometer,
thermometer, hygrometer,
rain gauge, wind vane,
anemometer)

RESOURCES: see attached.
Standards

SC.5.E.7.3 Recognize how
air temperature, barometric
pressure, humidity, wind
speed and direction, and
precipitation determine the

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
explain how the weather
effects Earth’s surface
(weathering and erosion).

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Go through weathering

and erosion PowerPoint
• BrainPop: Weathering &

Erosion
• http://www.brainpop.com/

science/earthsystem/
erosion/

• http://www.brainpop.com/
science/weather/
weathering/

• Weathering and erosion
chart - go over and glue in
notebooks

APPLICATION: Weathering
and Erosion sorting activity

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: cirrus, cloud,
cumulonimbus, cumulus,
erosion, hail, rain, seasons,
sleet, snow, stratus

RESOURCES:
Attachments
WeatheringandErosionSortingActivityFree.pdf
WeatheringandErosion.ppt
WeatheringandErosionChart.docx

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
explain the different types of
storms.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: http://app.discoveryeducation.com/
learn/videos/
e23e4a12-cb98-4fa8-94da-
fd594e54b6bf/ Discovery
Education STORMS
APPLICATION:
Super Science magazine

(dog cover) page 4 Into the
Storm hurricanes.
ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: environment,
fair weather, stormy weather,
weather components (air
pressure, humidity,
precipitation, wind direction,
wind speed), weather tools
(barometer, thermometer,
hygrometer, rain gauge, wind
vane, anemometer), climate,
climate zone, elevation,
equator, latitude, polar,
temperate, tropical

RESOURCES:
Standards

SC.5.E.7.5 Recognize that
some of the weather-related
differences, such as
temperature and humidity,
are found among different
environments, such as
swamps, deserts, and
mountains. (DOK 2)
SC.5.E.7.6 Describe

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
explain all types of weather.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: http://app.discoveryeducation.com/
learn/videos/
171977db-8d77-4b2f-
b611-23676f1c2108/ Discovery
education: discover weather
14 min Quiz at end for
review.
APPLICATION: SW take
quiz at end of video to test
knowledge of different
types of weather. Formative
Benchmark

EXTRA activity: using the
super science magazine
students will read aloud
with T the article Water
Power on what forms
waterfalls. (sloth cover)
page- 14-15 use teacher
guide for guiding
questions.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: environment,
fair weather, stormy weather,
weather components (air
pressure, humidity,
precipitation, wind direction,
wind speed), weather tools
(barometer, thermometer,
hygrometer, rain gauge, wind
vane, anemometer), climate,
climate zone, elevation,
equator, latitude, polar,
temperate, tropical
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http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/videos/2564d76a-96f1-4ac3-9323-c8ce8f684f99/
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/videos/2564d76a-96f1-4ac3-9323-c8ce8f684f99/
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/videos/2564d76a-96f1-4ac3-9323-c8ce8f684f99/
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/player/4e60f3a2-5714-45e6-b5fa-7e4c340e1b77
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/player/4e60f3a2-5714-45e6-b5fa-7e4c340e1b77
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/player/4e60f3a2-5714-45e6-b5fa-7e4c340e1b77
http://www.brainpop.com/science/earthsystem/erosion/
http://www.brainpop.com/science/earthsystem/erosion/
http://www.brainpop.com/science/earthsystem/erosion/
http://www.brainpop.com/science/weather/weathering/
http://www.brainpop.com/science/weather/weathering/
http://www.brainpop.com/science/weather/weathering/
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/videos/e23e4a12-cb98-4fa8-94da-fd594e54b6bf/
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/videos/e23e4a12-cb98-4fa8-94da-fd594e54b6bf/
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/videos/e23e4a12-cb98-4fa8-94da-fd594e54b6bf/
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/videos/e23e4a12-cb98-4fa8-94da-fd594e54b6bf/
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/videos/171977db-8d77-4b2f-b611-23676f1c2108/
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/videos/171977db-8d77-4b2f-b611-23676f1c2108/
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/videos/171977db-8d77-4b2f-b611-23676f1c2108/
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/videos/171977db-8d77-4b2f-b611-23676f1c2108/


weather in a particular place
and time. (DOK 2)
SC.5.E.7.4 Distinguish
among the various forms of
precipitation (rain, snow,
sleet, and hail), making
connections to the weather in
a particular place and time.
(DOK 3)

Attachments
CLOUDFLIPBOOK2018.pdf

characteristics (temperature
and precipitation) of different
climate zones as they relate
to latitude, elevation, and
proximity to bodies of water.
(DOK 3)

RESOURCES:
Standards

SC.5.E.7.5 Recognize that
some of the weather-related
differences, such as
temperature and humidity,
are found among different
environments, such as
swamps, deserts, and
mountains. (DOK 2)
SC.5.E.7.6 Describe
characteristics (temperature
and precipitation) of different
climate zones as they relate
to latitude, elevation, and
proximity to bodies of water.
(DOK 3)

Attachments
BenchmarkReviewSC.5.E.7.32.pdf
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